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Public Choice in Seventeenth-Century
England
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The article studies the evolution of the constitutionalarrangementsin seventeenth-centuryEnglandfollowing the GloriousRevolutionof 1688. It focuses on
the relationshipbetween institutions and the behavior of the government and
interpretsthe institutionalchanges on the basis of the goals of the winnerssecure propertyrights, protectionof their wealth, and the eliminationof confiscatorygovernment.We arguethat the new institutionsallowed the governmentto
commit credibly to upholdingpropertyrights. Their success was remarkable,as
the evidence from capital marketsshows.

This article focuses on the political factors underpinningeconomic
growth and the development of markets-not simply the rules
governing economic exchange, but also the institutionsgoverning how
these rules are enforced and how they may be changed. A critical
political factor is the degree to which the regime or sovereign is
committed to or bound by these rules. Rules the sovereign can readily
revise differ significantly in their implications for performance from
exactly the same rules when not subject to revision. The more likely it
is that the sovereign will alter propertyrightsfor his or her own benefit,
the lower the expected returnsfrominvestmentand the lower in turnthe
incentive to invest. For economic growth to occur the sovereign or
government must not merely establish the relevant set of rights, but
must make a credible commitmentto them.
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A rulercan establish such commitmentin two ways. One is by setting
a precedent of "responsiblebehavior," appearingto be committedto a
set of rules that he or she will consistently enforce. The second is by
being constrained to obey a set of rules that do not permit leeway for
violating commitments. We have very seldom observed the former, in
good part because the pressures and continual strainof fiscal necessity
eventually led rulers to "irresponsiblebehavior" and the violation of
agreements. The latter story is, however, the one we tell.
We attempt to explain the evolution of political institutions in
seventeenth-centuryEngland, focusing on the fundamentalinstitutions
of representativegovernmentemergingout of the Glorious Revolution
of 1688-a Parliamentwith a central role alongside the Crown and a
judiciary independent of the Crown. In the early seventeenth century
fiscal needs led to increased levels of "arbitrary"government, that is,
to expropriationof wealth through redefinitionof rights in the sovereign's favor. This led, ultimately, to civil war. Several failed experiments with alternative political institutions in turn ushered in the
restoration of the monarchy in 1660. This too failed, resulting in the
Glorious Revolution of 1688 and its fundamentalredesign of the fiscal
and governmentalinstitutions.
To explain the changes following the Glorious Revolution we first
characterize the problem that the designers of the new institutions
sought to solve, namely, control over the exercise of arbitraryand
confiscatory power by the Crown.' We then show how, given the
means, motives, and behavior of the king during this century, the
institutionalchanges altered the incentives of governmentalactors in a
manner desired by the winners of the Revolution. These changes
reflected an explicit attempt to make credible the government's ability
to honor its commitments. Explicit limits on the Crown's ability
unilaterally to alter the terms of its agreements played a key role here,

for after the GloriousRevolutionthe Crownhad to obtainParliamentary
assent to changes in its agreements. As Parliamentrepresentedwealth
holders, its increasedrole markedlyreducedthe king's ability to renege.
Moreover, the institutional structure that evolved after 1688 did not
provide incentives for Parliamentto replace the Crownand itself engage
in similar "irresponsible"behavior. As a consequence the new institutions produced a markedincrease in the security of private rights.
As evidence in favor of our thesis, we study the remarkablechanges
in capital markets over this period. After the first few years of the
Stuarts'reign, the Crownwas not able systematicallyto raise funds. By
I Ourdiscussion of the events priorto the GloriousRevolution(1603to 1688)simplycharacterizes this period; it does not model or explain it. Moreover, since our history emphasizes the
problems the winners (the Whigs) sought to solve, it necessarily contains strong elements of
"Whig" history.
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the second decade of the seventeenth century, under mounting fiscal
pressure, the Crown resorted to a series of "forced loans," indicating
that it could not raise funds at rates it was willing to pay. Following the
Glorious Revolution, however, not only did the government become
financially solvent, but it gained access to an unprecedented level of
funds. In just nine years (from 1688 to 1697), government borrowing
increased by more than an orderof magnitude.This sharpchange in the
willingness of lenders to supplyfunds must reflect a substantialincrease
in the perceived commitment by the government to honor its agreements. The evidence shows that these expectations were borne out, and
that this pattern extends well into the next century.
Since we focus on the evolution and impact of the political institutions, of necessity we slight the largereconomic and religious context,
even though in many specific instances these larger religious and
economic issues were proximatesources of actions and policies that we
describe. Indeed, no history of the seventeenth century is complete that
does not describe both the growing marketsand the evolving organizations that accompanied economic expansion as well as the persistent
religious tensions, particularly between Catholic and Protestant. A
more thorough study, one far too big for this essay, would attempt to
integrate the change in opportunity costs of both the economic and
religious actors as they intermingledwith the immediatepolitical issues
on which we concentrate. But having said that, it is importantto stress
that our central thesis is a key part of the whole process by which an
institutionalframeworkevolved in England. We contend that while the
English economy had been expandingand its marketsgrowing, in order
for economic development to continue the constraintsdescribed below
had to be altered.
This essay proceeds as follows. Section I develops the importanceof
political institutions and the constitution and their relevance for the
sections that follow. Sections II and III develop the narrativeof the
period, focusing respectively on Englandunder the Stuarts and on the
evolution of new institutions and secure rights following the Glorious
Revolution. Section IV contains the central part of our analysis and
reveals why these institutionsmade credible the government'scommitment to honoring its agreements. Sections V and VI present our
evidence from public and private capital markets.
I. THE ROLE OF POLITICALINSTITUTIONSAND THE CONSTITUTION

The control of coercive power by the state for social ends has been a
central dilemma throughouthistory. A critical role of the constitution
and other political institutions is to place restrictions on the state or
sovereign. These institutions in part determine whether the state
produces rules and regulationsthat benefit a small elite and so provide
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little prospect for long-run growth, or whether it produces rules that
foster long-term growth. Put simply, successful long-run economic
performance requires appropriate incentives not only for economic
actors but for political actors as well.
Because the state has a comparative advantage in coercion, what
prevents it from using violence to extract all the surplus?2Clearly it is
not always in the ruler's interests to use power arbitrarilyor indiscriminately; by strikinga bargainwith constituentsthat provides them some
security, the state can often increase its revenue. But this alone is
insufficientto guaranteeconsistent behavior on the part of the ruler.
The literatureon transactionscosts and institutions emphasizes that
while parties may have strong incentives to strike a bargain, their
incentives after the fact are not always compatiblewith maintainingthe
agreement: compliance is always a potential problem. This literature
also notes that when ex post problems are anticipatedex ante, parties
will attempt to alter incentives, devising institutions or constitutions
that promote compliancewith bargainsafter the fact. Oliver Williamson
says:
Transactionsthat are subjectto ex post opportunismwill benefitif appropriateactions
can be devised ex ante. Ratherthan reply to opportunismin kind, the wise [bargaining
party] is one who seeks both to give and receive "crediblecommitments."Incentives
may be realigned and/or superior governance structures within which to organize
transactionsmay be devised.3

Problems of compliance can be reduced or eliminatedwhen the institutions are carefully chosen so as to match the anticipated incentive
problems. Under these circumstances, parties are more likely to enter
into and maintain complex bargains that prevent abuse of political
control by the state.
To succeed in this role, a constitutionmust arise from the bargaining
context between the state and constituents such that its provisions
carefully match the potentialenforcementproblemsamong the relevant
parties. The constitution must be self-enforcing in the sense that the
major parties to the bargain must have an incentive to abide by the
bargainafter it is made.4
2 Throughoutlate medieval and early moderntimes, if rulers did not maintaina comparative
advantage in coercion, they soon failed to be rulers. See WilliamMcNeill, Pursuit of Power
(Chicago, 1983); Douglass North, Structure and Change in Economic History (New York, 1981);

and GordonTullock, Autocracy(Dordrecht;1987).
3
4

Oliver Williamson, Economic Institutions of Capitalism (New York, 1985), pp. 48-49.

Ourformulationof the problemdrawson the "new economicsof organization."Applicationof
this approachto political problems-and especially to the problemof providinginstitutionsto
enforce bargainsover time-is just beginning. See, however, Barry R. Weingast and William
Marshall,"The IndustrialOrganizationof Congress;or Why Legislatures,Like Firms, Are Not
Organizedas Markets,"Journalof PoliticalEconomy,96 (Feb. 1988),pp. 132-63;andTerryMoe,
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Consider a loan to a sovereign in which the ruler promises to return
the principalalong with interest at a specified date. What prevents the
sovereign from simply ignoringthe agreementand keeping the money?
Reputation has long been noted as an important factor in limiting a
sovereign's incentive to renege, and this approach has recently been
formalizedin the elegant models of moderngame theory. The "long arm
of the future" provides incentives to honor the loan agreementtoday so
as to retain the opportunityfor funds tomorrow. In many of the simple
repeatedgames studiedin the literature,this incentive alone is sufficient
to prevent reneging.
Yet it is also well known that there are circumstances where this
mechanism alone fails to prevent reneging.5In the context of current
ThirdWorlddebt, Jeremy Bullow and Kenneth Rogoff show that repeat
play alone is insufficient to police reneging, and that more complex
institutional arrangementsare necessary. Similarly, in the medieval
context, John Veitch has recently shown that medieval states had strong
but not unambiguousincentives to develop reputations for honoring
debt commitments, and that by and large they did so. Nonetheless, a
series of majorrepudiationsoccurredwhen a second and typically more
plentiful source of funds emerged. Edward I confiscated the wealth of
the Jews in the late thirteenthcentury once the Italianmerchantsbegan
operating on a larger scale; Phillip IV confiscated the wealth of the
Templarsunder similarcircumstances.
One importantcontext in which repeat play alone is insufficientto
police repudiationconcerns variations in the sovereign's time preference or discount rate. States in early modernEuropewere frequentlyat
war. Since wars became increasinglyexpensive over the period, putting
increasinglylargerfiscal demands on the sovereign, the survival of the
sovereign and regime was placed at risk. When survival was at stake,
the sovereign would heavily discount the future, making the one-time
gain of reneging more attractive relative to the future opportunities
forgone. Indeed, there is a long history of renegingunderthe fiscal strain
accompanyingmajorwars.6
The insufficiency of repeat play and reputationto prevent reneging
"The New Economics of Organization," American Journal of Political Science, 28 (Aug. 1984),

pp. 739-77.
5Paul R. Milgrom,DouglassC. North, and BarryR. Weingast,"The Role of Institutionsin the
Revival of Trade, Part I: The Medieval Law Merchant,"Mimeo., Hoover Institution,Stanford
University, 1989. Jeremy Bullow and Kenneth Rogoff, "A Constant RecontractingModel of
Sovereign Debt," Journal of Political Economy, 97 (Feb. 1989), pp. 155-78; John M. Veitch,

"Repudiationsand Confiscationsby the MedievalState" this JOURNAL, 46 (Mar. 1986),pp. 31-36.
6 Joseph Schumpeter,"Fiscal Crises and the Tax State," in RichardA. Musgraveand Alan T.
Peacock, eds., Classics in the Theory of Public Finance (London, 1962). John Hicks, A Theory of
Economic History (Oxford, 1969). North, Structure and Change, and Veitch, "Repudiations and

Confiscations."This is not to say that the sovereignwill never honor commitments,only that he
will not always do so.
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provides for the role of political institutions. If the problemof variable
discount rates is sufficientlyimportant,individualshave an incentive to
devise institutionsto protect againstreneging.It is importantto observe
that these institutions do not substitute for reputation-buildingand
associated punishment strategies, but complement them.7 Appropriately chosen institutions can improve the efficacy of the reputation
mechanism by acting as a constraint in precisely those circumstances
where reputationalone is insufficientto prevent reneging.The literature
on the theory of the firm is replete with illustrationsof how specific
institutionalfeatures of the firm are necessary to mitigate an incentive
problem that is insufficientlypoliced by reputation.8
This view provides an endogenous role for political institutions.
Restrictions on the ex post behavior of the state improve the state's
ability to maintainits part of bargainswith constituents, for example,
not to expropriatetheir wealth.9 As we show below, this logic can be
used to interpret the institutionalchanges at the time of the Glorious
Revolution.
Our view also implies that the development of free markets must be
accompanied by some credible restrictions on the state's ability to
manipulateeconomic rules to the advantage of itself and its constituents. Successful economic performance, therefore, must be accompanied by institutions that limit economic interventionand allow private
rights and markets to prevail in large segments of the economy. Put
anotherway, because constitutionalrestrictionsmust be self-enforcing,
they must serve to establish a crediblecommitmentby the state to abide
by them. Absolutist states which faced no such constraint,such as early
modem Spain, created economic conditions that retarded long-run
economic growth.
The ability of a governmentto commit to private rightsand exchange
is thus an essential condition for growth. It is also, as we shall see, a
central issue in the constitutional debate in seventeenth-centuryEngland.
II. ENGLAND UNDER THE STUARTS: LIMITEDCREDIBLECOMMITMENT
TO RIGHTS

After the Crown passed from the Tudors to the Stuarts in 1603,
revenue problems and their consequences become increasinglyimpor7 Weingastand Marshall,"IndustrialOrganizationof Congress";Milgrom,North, and Weingast, "The Role of Institutions."
8 Verticalintegrationis the standardexample:because of potentialtransactionsproblemsdue to
"asset specificity" or "appropriablequasi-rents,"firmsthat internalizethe problemvia vertical
integrationoutperformthose which do not. See Williamson,EconomicInstitutions.
9 In this sense our argumentparallelsthatof JamesBuchananand GeoffreyBrennan,who argue
that the "recognitionof the temporaldimensionalityof choice providesone 'reason for rules'rules that will impose bindingconstraintson choice options after the rules themselves have been
established." James Buchananand GeoffreyBrennan,Reason of Rules (Cambridge,1981),p. 67.
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TABLE 1

REVENUE SOURCESAND EXPENDITURELEVELS, 1617
Revenue Source

Amount
(?/year)

Crown Lands
Customs and "new impositions"
Wards,and so forth (besides purveyance)

?80,000
190,000
180,000

Total Revenue
Total Expenditures
Deficit

450,000
486,000
36,000

Source: David Hume, The History of England (Indianapolis,1983), appendixto "The Reign of
James I."

tant. At this time the king was expected to "live on his own," that is, to
fund the government in the manner of an extended household. The
execution of public laws and expenditures was not subject to a public
budgetary process, and Parliament played only a small role in the
decisions over expenditure and investment. The Crown therefore had
considerablediscretionarypower over how and on what the money was
spent. Parliament'smain source of influence over policy resulted from
its power to provide the Crown with tax revenue, typically for extraordinary purposes such as various wars. Parliamentwas also responsible
for grantingthe Crownits revenue from other sources, such as customs,
but in practice, the Stuarts, particularlyCharles I, continued to collect
the revenue without parliamentaryconsent.
Throughoutthe Stuartperiodrevenue fromtraditionalsources did not
match expenditures. While figuresfor governmentexpendituresduring
the Stuart period have not been collected as systematically as for the
period following the Glorious Revolution, the following picture
emerges.
At the beginningof the Stuarts'reign, Crownlands producedroughly
half the annual revenue. To make up annual shortfalls, the Crown
regularlyresorted to sale of these lands.10Following the war with Spain
in 1588, Elizabeth had sold 25 percent of the lands, raising ?750,000.
Still, James I inherited sizable debts from Elizabeth's war. Over his
reign (1603-1624),another25 percent of Crownlands were sold, and the
remainderwent duringthe reign of his son, CharlesI (1625-1641). Sale
of a major portion of a revenue-producingasset for annual expenses
indicates the revenue problem was endemic. It also implies that over
time the revenue problem had to get worse, for with every sale the
expected future revenue declined. And, indeed, as Table 1 shows, for
10
See, for example, Derek Hirst,Authority and Conflict: England, 1603-1658 (Cambridge,MA,
1986), chap. 4, and Lawrence Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-1641 (Oxford, 1965).
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the year 1617total revenue did not match expenditures,leaving a deficit
of ?36,000 or of just under 10 percent of expenditures.
Under the Stuarts, therefore, the search for new sources of revenue
became a major priority. An important new source which produced
conflict between the Crown and Parliamentwas the raising of customs
revenues through new "impositions." Indeed, in the 1630s such increases almost broughtfinancialsolvency, and with it the ability of the
Crown to survive without calling Parliament.
Another method used by the Crown to raise revenue was to demand
loans. The Crown did not, however, develop a systematic, regular
relationship with moneyed interests, negotiating a series of loans in
which it honored today's agreementsbecause it wanted to avail itself of
future loan opportunities. Indeed, just the opposite occurred. The
Stuarts secured most of their loans underthreat;hence they are known
as "forced loans," of which more later. Repaymentwas highly unpredictable and never on the terms of the originalagreement.In the forced
loan of 1604/5 the Crown borrowed ?111,891, nominally for one year;
"although . . . ultimately repaid, ?20,363 . . . was still due as late as
December 1609."" The forced loan of 1617 (just under ?100,000) was
not repaid until 1628. The Crown behaved similarlyon loans from 1611
and 1625. As time went on, such loans came to look more and more like
taxes, but because these were nominallyloans the Crown did not need
parliamentaryassent.12
The Crown's inability to honor its contractual agreements for borrowed funds is a visible indicator of its readiness to alter the rights of
private parties in its own favor. Despite the significant incentive
provided by the desire to raise funds in the future, the Crown followed
its short-runinterests, renegingon the terms to which it had agreed. As
noted above, this type of behavior was not unique to England.
A second revenue-raisingmethod was the sale of monopolies. While
not the most important source of new revenue, it is particularly
instructive because of its economic consequences.'3 In order to raise
revenue in this manner, the Crown used patents in a new way.
Originally designed to protect and promote the invention of new
processes, patents came to be used to "reduce settled industries to
monopolies undercover of technical improvements."
a14 From a revenue
standpoint, the best sources of new monopoly rights involved an
" Robert Ashton, The Crown and the Money Market, 1603-1640 (Oxford, 1960), p. 35.
12 Ashton, Crown and the Money Market, p. 36. RichardCust, in his recent study of the 1626
forced loan, provides several instances of sanctions imposed on individualsrefusingto provide
funds: leading refusers were "either committed to prison or pressed in readiness for service
abroad." Richard Cust, The Forced Loans and English Politics (Oxford, 1987), p. 3.
'3 Robert B. Ekelund, and Robert D. Tollison, Mercantilism as a Rent-Seeking Society (College

Station, 1981).
14 W. Price, EnglishPatents of Monopoly(Boston, 1906).Examplesincludesoap, tobacco, and
starch.
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economic activity that was profitableand whose participantswere not
part of the king's constituency. This led to a systematic search for and
expropriationof quasi-rentsin the economy. Moreover, as we will see
in the next section, the Crown utilized a differentsystem for enforcing
these grants than that used for the older mercantilistcontrols, and one
that was considerably more responsive to the Crown's interests. The
system involved circumventing existing rights and the institutions
designed to protect these rights.
Grants of monopoly clearly disruptedboth existing economic interests in the targetedactivity and those who dependedon it (for example,
suppliers and consumers). Monopoly grants thus acted as a tax that,
since it expropriatedthe value of existing investment as well as future
profits, was considerablygreaterat the marginthan a 100percent tax on
profits. This risk lowered the rewards from all such new investments
and hence discouragedtheir undertaking.
Beyond grants of monopoly, James, and especially Charles, used a
variety of other, more subtle forms of expropriationof wealth. Because
so many dimensions of public policy were involved, the political risk to
citizens increased substantially over previous times. One important
example was expansion of the peerage by the Crown, againin exchange
for revenue.15 While this expansion had broad social, cultural, and
ideological implications, it also had significantly negative effects on
existing peers. Expansion of the size of the House of Lords altered the
value of an existing seat since it limited the ability of existing lords to
protect themselves against the Crown.16Between the coronation of
James I and the outbreakof the Civil War, the Stuarts' sale of peerages
doubled the number of lay peers.
Governmental power was used in other ways to raise revenue.
Employing the ancient power of purveyance, agents of the Crown
seized various goods for "public purposes," paying prices well below
market. Purveyance broughtin an annual "unvoted" tax of ?40,000 in
the 1620s.17James also put hereditarytitles up for sale: for example,
offeringto sell the title of baronet for ?1,095 and promisingthat only a
fixed numberwould be sold. This broughtin ?90,000by 1614.But James
soon reneged on this, lowering the price and selling more than the
promised number. By 1622 the price had fallen to ?220.18 Throughthe
IS F. W. Maitland, Constitutional History of England (Cambridge, 1908); Wallace Notestein, The
Winning of the Initiative by the House of Commons (London, 1924); and Stone, Crisis of the
Aristocracy.
16 There were two separatereasons for this: the total numberof voters was increasing,and the
expansionaddednew memberswhose views systematicallydifferedfromthose of existingnobles.
The exchangethatbroughtnew nobles to the Lordsundoubtedlyentaileda commitmentof support
for the king.
17

Hirst, Authority and Conflict, p. 103; and C. Hill, Century of Revolution, 1603-1714 (2nd edn.,

New York, 1980),chap 4. See also John Kenyon, StuartEngland(2nd edn., New York, 1985).
18

Hirst, Authority and Conflict, pp. 113-14.
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court of wards, the Crown managed the estates which had passed to
minors. These were often openly run for the advantage of the Crown,
not infrequentlyextractingthe full value of the estate. 19The Crown put
"dispensations" up for sale, that is, the use of its powers to allow
specific individualsto dispense with a specific law or restriction."Sale"
of this power was often used in conjunction with the enforcement or
threat of enforcement of regulations that had not been enforced for
years. At times the Crown simply seized the property of citizens. An
especially egregious example occurred in 1640 when "the government
seized ?130,000 of bullion which private merchants had placed in the
Tower for safety, causing numerousbankruptcies."20
This clash of interests between the king on the one hand and wealth
holders and tax payers on the other was a majorreason why the Crown
failed to obtain grants from Parliament.In exchange for grants, Parliament demanded conditions and limits on the king's power that he was
unwilling to accept. Parliamentaryinterests thereby exacerbated the
problem they were attemptingto eliminate. Withholdingfunds worsened the Crown's fiscal problems and intensifiedits search for alternative sources of revenue.
InstitutionalBasis of Stuart Policymaking
Both Parliamentand the common law courts fought the Crown's use
of monopolies and other changes in rights in its search for revenue.
Parliament regularly presented the king with "grievances," lists of
problems caused by the king that it wanted addressed.21Grievances
were part of a largerbargainingprocess in which Parliamentattempted,
in exchange for revenue, to limit the Crown's power and its use of
policymaking to expropriatewealth. Because of ever-present revenue
problems, the Stuartsoften called on Parliamentfor additionalrevenue.
Parliamentaryinterests regularlydemandedthat in exchange for revenue the Crown respect traditionalproperty rights and institutions: for
example, that it cease declaringnew monopolies. The Crown, in turn,
was evidently unwilling to accept these restrictions and hence Parliament was often dissolved without havingcome to an agreementwith the
Crown.22

Attempts were also made to prevent the Crown's using the law to
furtherits objectives. In 1624Parliamentpassed the much-notedStatute
19

Ibid., p. 103.

20

C. Hill, Century of Revolution, p. 103.
For details, see Notestein, The Winning of the Initiative.

21

22
Partof the Crown'smotivationappearsto have been a desire to move towardthe absolutism
prevalenton the continent,notablyin Franceand Spain. As Kenyon observes, at the onset of the
seventeenth century, "any furtheradjustments[in the balanceof power between Parliamentand
the Crown]were likely to be at the expense of Parliament"(Kenyon, StuartEngland, p. 43). It
almost succeeded. Hirst describesdebates in Parliamentin which the participantswere explicitly
concernedwith this possibility(Hirst, Authorityand Conflict,chap. 3).
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of Monopolies prohibitingthe use of patents to grant monopolies to
existing businesses in exchange for revenue. In this mannerit attempted
to assert the traditionalrights of secure property. In addition common
law courts handed down the famous "Case of Monopolies" in 1601,
making the Crown's use of monopolies illegal in common law. The
Crown, however, was able to evade these restrictions. While these
evasions often took forms of questionablelegality, so long as the Crown
did not depend on Parliamentfor revenue, it was able to use them in
practice.
Understandingthe subsequent institutional reaction to these royal
policies requires that we study the institutional means by which the
Crown ran the government. For our purposes three elements of the
royal powers and institutions were central to the Crown's success.
First, a majorsource of power for the Crownwas the royal prerogative,
by which the Crown issued proclamationsor royal ordinances. By this
means it could issue new rules; that is, it had quasi-legislativepowers
without recourse to Parliament. Crown rules were enforced, not
through the common law court system, but through the prerogative
courts and included the power to suspend laws and to dispense with
laws for specific individuals.23
Second, the Star Chamber, combining legislative, executive, and
judicial powers, played a key role. On issues concerning prerogative,
the Star Chamber had come to have final say, and could in certain
circumstances reverse judgments against the Crown.24
Finally, since the Crown was personally responsible for day-to-day
government operations, it paid the judges, who served at its pleasure.
Increasinglythe Stuartsused their power over judges to influence their
judgments. Judges-Chief Justices Coke (1616/17)and Crew (1627)were openly fired for ruling against the Crown. Ultimately this tactic
producedjudges who by and large supportedthe Crown.25
The effect of these institutions was to combine in the Crown executive, legislative, and judicial powers, limiting external institutional
checks. While royal proclamationsdid not have the same legal status as
an act of Parliament,they were enforced directly throughthe common
law courts. While these courts did not have to go along with the
king-and often did not-ultimately he won throughthe higher court,
the Star Chamber. Thus, while the common law was often against the
23

Dispensations for individuals, like most powers under the Stuarts, were put up for sale

(Maitland, Constitutional History, pt. IV).
24 The Star Chamber, in which the most egregious examples of arbitrarypower occurred,
becamea regularfeatureof StuartEngland.See Maitland,ConstitutionalHistory,and FriedrichA.

Hayek, Constitution of Liberty (Chicago, 1960), chap. 11.
25 Coke's dismissal, "the first of a judge in over thirtyyears, usheredin a period of increasing
royal pressureon the bench:in Charles'sreigntwo other chiefjustices, Crewand Heath, and one
chief baronof the exchequercourt, Walter,were to follow Coke" (Hirst,Authorityand Conflict,
p. 121). See also Hayek's excellent and extensive discussion,in Constitutionof Liberty,chap. 11.
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king, the king could alter the jurisdiction of a dispute by issuing
proclamations.The expandeduse of the Star Chamberand the successful runningof the governmentfor substantialperiodswithoutParliament
limited the ability of traditionalinstitutions to constrain the Crown.
Effective possession of legislative and judicial powers also gave the
Crown the ability to alter economic and political rights when it was
convenient to do so. In comparisonwith the previous century, the rights
that Parliamentand other institutions were designed to protect were
considerably less secure.
In response, a coalition formed against the Crown, seeking to
preserve personal liberties, rights, and wealth. This raised the stakes of
the political game to the various economic interests-in particularthe
value of opposing the king rose. Moreover, because the Crown attempted to extract from its own constituents a major portion of the
advantages it had bestowed on them, the value of supportingthe king
declined. It is clear, however, that the opposition would have been
unlikely to succeed, had the English Crown, like its French or Spanish
counterpart,had a standingarmywith which to quell the initialuprising.
Civil Warto GloriousRevolution
Eventually the opposition openly challenged the king, leading the
country into civil war. But the ultimate opposition victory was not
inevitable.
After seizing power, the opposition modified the institutions underpinningthe Crown's most egregiousbehavior. Not surprisingly,the Star
Chamber was abolished in 1641 by an act requiring that all cases
involving property be tried at common law, thus adding another
milestone along the route toward supremacy of the common law, so
favorable to propertyrights. Restrictionsagainst monopolies were now
enforced. In an attemptto preventthe Crownfrom rulingfor substantial
periods without calling a Parliament,Parliamentpassed the Triennial
legislation, which called for regular standing of the Parliament. The
royal administrativeapparatuswas dismantled, and with it the royal
ability to impose regulatoryrestrictionson the economy in conflict with
the rights enforced by the common law courts.
Important changes reduced restrictions on labor mobility. Land
tenure modificationssimultaneouslyfavored the developmentof private
rights and markets and reduced the Crown's political hold over this
once-importantpart of its constituency.26New and profitableopportunities resulted from lifting restrictions on land use and improving
markets.
26 See H. J. Perkins, "The Social Causes of the BritishIndustrialRevolution," Transactionsof
the Royal Historical Society, 18 (1968). Hill, discussingthe 1660Act confirmingthe abolitionof
feudal tenures, notes that in the eighteenthcentury Blackstonecalled this Act a greaterboon to
propertyowners than the MagnaCartaitself (Centuryof Revolution,p. 127).
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After the Civil War a number of political innovations occurred,
includingthe abolition of the monarchyand the House of Lords. Their
failureled to pressureto bringback the king. Withthe Restorationof the
monarchy in 1660, England was once again ruled by the Stuarts. It is
critical for understandingthe next series of events to notice a striking
limitationof the institutionalchanges priorto the Restoration.While the
details differ considerably, the next twenty-five years repeated the
events of the earlier Stuarts' reign in one importantrespect. Political
strugglewith constituentsresultedin the king's arbitraryencroachment.
By far the most importantinstance of this-indeed, the one resultingin
a nation united against the Crown-concerned the recharteringof local
governments and political power. Recharteringcame in reaction to the
Whig-led "Exclusion Crisis"; it allowed the Crown to disenfranchise
much of the opposition and thereby reduce impedimentsto its exercise
of power. Of the 104membersof Parliamentreturnedin the mid-1680sby
the boroughsreceiving new charters, only one Whig was elected. This
converted "what had been a formidable,aggressiveand highly organized
oppositionpartyinto an impotentcollectionof a few individuals."27
Had the Crown succeeded in this political maneuver, there would be
few checks on its powers, because it allowed the Crown to disenfranchise any opposition. But between 1686 and 1688, James II, having
disenfranchised the Whig opposition, turned on his own supporters,
causing his own constituents to join the oppositionto remove him in the
Glorious Revolution of 1688.
III. INSTITUTIONALCHANGES FOLLOWINGTHE GLORIOUSREVOLUTION

At the same time it extended the Crown to William and Mary,
Parliamentrestructuredthe society's political institutions in the Revolution Settlement. To understandthe new institutionsit is necessary to
see clearly the problemthe parliamentaryinterests sought to solve. The
early Stuarts' use of the Star Chamberand the recharteringof the later
Stuartsthreatenedthe libertiesand wealth of citizens, leaving them with
little protectionagainstCrownattemptsto appropriatetheir wealth. But
experience showed that simply removing the powers underpinning
arbitrarybehavior was insufficientto prevent abuse. ControllingCrown
behavior requiredthe solving of financialproblemsas well as appropriate constraints on the Crown. So the Glorious Revolution also ushered
in a fiscal revolution.28The main features of the institutionalrevolution
are as follows.
27 Jones, Revolutionof 1688, pp. 47, 50. As B. W. Hill observes, James's efforts to repack the
constituencies"came nearto success in every respect but one: they alarmedlandedsociety, Tory

as well as Whig." See B. W. Hill, The Growth of Parliamentary Parties: 1689-1742 (Hamden,

1976).
28 P. G. M. Dickson, TheFinancialRevolutionin England(New York, 1967).
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First and foremost, the Revolution initiated the era of parliamentary
"supremacy." This settled for the near future the issue of sovereignty:
it was now the "king in Parliament,"not the king alone.29No longer
would the Crown, arguing the "divine rights of kings," claim to be
above the law. Parliamentarysupremacyestablished a permanentrole
for Parliament in the on-going management of the government and
hence placed a direct check on the Crown. The Crown no longer called
or disbanded Parliamentat its discretion alone.
Parliamentalso gaineda centralrole in financialmatters. Its exclusive
authorityto raise new taxes was firmlyreestablished;at the same time
the Crown's independentsources of revenue were also limited. For the
Crown to achieve its own goals this meant it had to establish successful
relations with Parliament. Shortly thereafter, Parliament gained the
never-before-heldright to audit how the governmenthad expended its
funds. Parliamentaryveto over expenditures,combinedwith the rightto
monitor how the funds they had voted were spent, placed important
constraints over the Crown.
Another importantinstitutionalchange focused on the royal prerogative powers. These were substantiallycurtailed and subordinatedto
common law, and the prerogativecourts (which allowed the Crown to
enforce its proclamations) were abolished. At the same time the
independenceof the judiciaryfrom the Crownwas assured. Judges now
served subject to good behavior (they could only be removed if
convicted for a criminal offense or by action of both houses of
Parliament)instead of at the king's pleasure. The supremacy of the
common law courts, so favorableto privaterights, was therebyassured.
Because the Stuarts had violated the personal liberties of their
opponents (excessive bail, no writ of Habeas Corpus) as a means of
raising the cost of opposition, reducing the arbitrarypowers of the
Crownresulted not only in more secure economic libertiesand property
rights, but in political liberties and rights as well. Political rights were
seen as a key element of protection against arbitrary violations of
economic rights.
Two final points are worth emphasizing. First, part of the glue that
held these institutionalchanges together was the successful dethroning
of CharlesI and, later, James II. This establisheda crediblethreatto the
Crown regardingfuture irresponsiblebehavior. The conditions which
would "trigger" this threat were laid out in the Revolution Settlement,
and shortly thereafter in the Declaration of Rights. Second, although
parliamentarysupremacymeant that Parliamentdictatedthe form of the
new political institutions, it did not assume the sole position of power
within the government, as it did after the Civil Waror in the nineteenth
29 See, for example, Maitland, Constitutional History, pp. 298-301, or David Keir, The
Constitutional History of Modern Britain Since 1485 (London, 1966).
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century. While substantialconstraints were placed on the king, these
did not reduce him to a figurehead.
IV. THE GLORIOUSREVOLUTIONAND ENGLAND'S CREDIBLECOMMITMENTTO
SECURE RIGHTS

The institutional innovations increased dramaticallythe control of
wealth holders over the government. Since fiscal crises inevitably
produced pressure on the Crown to break its agreements, eliminating
unilateral control by the Crown over key decisions was a necessary
component of the new institutions. As previously described, this
occurred in two ways. First, by requiringParliament'sassent to major
changes in policies (such as changingthe terms of loans or taxes), the
representatives of wealth holders could veto such moves unless they
were also in their interest. This allowed action in times of crisis but
eliminated the Crown's unilateralaction. Second, several other ways
for the Crownto renege on promises were eliminated,notably its ability
to legislate unilaterally(throughthe prerogative),to by-pass Parliament
(because it had an independentsource of funds), or to firejudges who
did not conform to Crown desires.
Two factors made the new arrangementsself-enforcing. First, the
credible threat of removal limited the Crown's ability to ignore the new
arrangements.Second, in exchange for the greater say in government,
parliamentary interests agreed to put the government on a sound
financialfooting, that is, they agreed to provide sufficienttax revenue.
Not only did this remove a major motive underlying the exercise of
arbitrarypower, but for the new King Williamit meant he could launch
a majorwar against France. The arrangementproved so satisfactoryfor
the king that a host of precedents were set putting the new division of
powers on a solid footing. As a consequence of these institutional
changes, private rights became fundamentallymore secure.30
Institutional and Political Constraintson Parliament
The triumphof Parliamentraises the issue of why it would not then
proceed to act just like the king? Its motives were no more lofty than
those of the Crown. But the institutionaloutcome effectively deterred
Parliamentfrom similarbehavior. Robert Ekelund and Robert Tollison
provide the following general analysis:
Highercosts due to uncertaintyand growingprivatereturnsreducedindustrydemands
for regulationand controlin England.All this strengthenedthe emergentconstitutional
democracy, which created conditions makingrent-seekingactivity on the part of both
30 Jones, on p. 6 of the Revolution of 1688, concludes: "None of its architects could have
predictedits effectiveness in securing the liberties, religion, propertyand independenceof the
nation after so many previousattemptshad failed."
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monarchand merchantsmore costly. When the locus of power to rent-seekingshifted
from the monarchto Parliament. .. the costs of supplyof regulationthroughlegislative
enactmentrose.3'

They suggest that the naturaldiversityof views in a legislatureraises the
cost of supplying private benefits in the form of favorable regulation.
The frameworkof institutionalevolution we have described complements their story. The embeddingof economic and politicalfreedoms in
the law, the interests of principals(for example, merchants)in a greater
measure of freedom, and the ideological considerations that swept
England in the late seventeenth century combined to play a role in
institutional change. The new constitutional settlement endowed several actors with veto power, and thus created the beginnings of a
division or separationof powers.32Supplyingprivate benefits at public
expense now required the cooperation of the Crown, Parliament,and
the courts. Only the Crown could propose an expenditure, but only
Parliamentcould authorizeand appropriatefunds for the proposal, and
it could do so solely for purposes proposed by the Crown. Erskin May
summed up this procedure as, "The crown demands, the Commons
grants, and the Lords assent to the grant." A balance of power between
the Crown and Parliamentsignificantlylimitedpublicly suppliedprivate
benefits.3
Three other political factors help explain why the new era of
parliamentarysupremacydid not simplytransferpower from the Crown
to Parliament. In 1641 the centralized administrativeapparatuswhich
enforced royal attemptsto alter rightsand propertywas destroyed. The
absence of such a structureprevented either the Crown or Parliament
from similar encroachment. Because a new apparatus-even one that
was initially quite limited-would allow its future expansion, many
interests could be counted upon to oppose its initiation.
Second, the commercially minded ruling Whig coalition preferred
limitedgovernmentand especially limitedpoliticalinterferencewith the
common law courts. Parliamentwas thus politically constrained from
intervention in the courts. As R. Braun observes:
the Whigoligarchywas anxiousto avoid encroachmentupon the privacyof the business
of those groups from which it drew its support. Not only the constitutional and
institutionalframework,but also the prevailingideologicalbasis of the [Whigsand their
3'
32

Ekelund and Tollison, Mercantilism, p. 149.

We emphasize,however, thatthis divisionof powerswas not a clear-cutsystem of checks and
balances. Nor can it be considered a true separationof powers. The designers of the new
institutionswere far more worriedabout constraintson the Crownthan on protectingthe Crown
from encroachmentsby Parliament.Thus in the latterhalf of the eighteenthcentury, the power of
the Crowndiminished,andwith it the constraints(or checks) on Parliament.See A. F. Pollard,The
Evolution of Parliament (London, 1926).
3 Erskin May, ParliamentaryPractice (17th edn., London, 1966; 1st edn., 1844). Further
investigationof the proceduresdevised at this time is called for.
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constituents] prevented the central administrative apparatus of the British government
from developing [a major regulatory and control function].34

Widespread regulation of markets by Parliament along the line of
Colbert in France (or the Stuarts) would have led to a clash with the
common law courts. Thus the political independence of the courts
limited potential abuses by Parliament. Combined with the explicit
institutional limits on Crown intervention, this assured the courts
importantand unchallengedauthorityin large areas of economic activity.
Third, the creation of a politically independent judiciary greatly
expanded the government's ability credibly to promise to honor its
agreements, that is, to bond itself. By limiting the ability of the
governmentto renege on its agreements,the courts played a centralrole
in assuring a commitment to secure rights. As we will see, this
commitment substantially improved the government's ability to raise
money throughloans.
Thus the institutionaland political changes accompanyingthe Glorious Revolution significantlyraised the predictabilityof the government.
By putting the government on a sound financialbasis and regularizing
taxation, it removed the randomcomponentof expropriationassociated
with royal attempts to garner revenue. Any interest group seeking
private gain had now to get approval from both the Crown and the
Parliament.
V. THE FISCAL REVOLUTION

To see the profoundeffects of the Glorious Revolution, we focus on
one importantelement of public finance, governmentborrowing. Since
capital markets are especially sensitive to the security of property
rights, they provide a unique and highly visible indicator of the
economic and political revolution that took place. Indeed, they are one
of the few means for empiricallyevaluatingthe effects of the Glorious
Revolution.
Prior to the Glorious Revolution, payments on loans were subject to
manipulationby the Crown;reschedulingand delays in payments were
common. As indicated in Table 2, money was raised through forced
loans in 1604/5, 1611/2, 1617, and 1625. In each instance the Crown did
not honor its terms. In the loan of 1617, for example, James I raised
?100,000 in London at 10 percent for the period of one year. At the end
of the year, although James paid the interest, he refused to repay the
principaland demandedthat the loan be renewed. No interest was paid
over the next several years, and each year another renewal was
3"

R. Braun, "Taxation, SociopoliticalStructure,and State-Building:Great Britainand Bran-

denburg-Prussia," in Charles Tilly, ed., Formation of Nation States in Western Europe (Princeton,

1975).
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TABLE 2
FORCEDLOANS BY THE EARLY STUARTS, 1603-1625

Year

Amount

1604/5
1611/2

?111,891
116,381
96,466
60,000

1617a

1625C

Rate
(percentper year)
10%
10
job

8

Repayment
?20,362unpaidas of Dec. 1609
?112,000unpaidas of Jul. 1616
Unpaiduntil 1628
Unpaiduntil 1628

Extension in 1624secured by Crownlands.
Unilaterallylowered by CharlesI in 1624to 8%.
c Secured by Crownlands.

a
b

Source: Robert Ashton, The Crown and the Money Market, 1603-1640 (Oxford, 1960), chaps. 2 and
5.

"agreed" to. In 1624 Charles I lowered the interest rate to 8 percent;
however, he did not pay any interest, nor did he repay the principaluntil
1628. Such behavior was hardly designed to gain the confidence of
potential sources of loans. As Robert Ashton concludes, the "cavalier
treatment which the Crown meted out to its creditors, and more
especially to those most unwilling lenders who made more or less
compulsory contributions through the medium of the Corporationof
London" helps explain why London and the money interests supported
the parliamentarycause.35 Nor did the Stuarts attempt to develop a
majorinternationalsource of loans.36
Several financialinnovations occurredunder the late Stuarts, including some that were to play a key role in the "financialrevolution" after
1688,for example, makingnotes "assignable," thus allowingthem to be
sold. The recent work of Glenn Nichols suggests that financialarrangements under the late Stuartswere far superiorto those under the early
Stuarts. Nonetheless, fiscal stress pressed the system to its limits, and
led to a partialrepudiationin the famous "stop the exchequer" in 1672.
The debt in question, over a million pounds, shows that the late
Stuarts-until that time, at least-could raise substantialsums.37
InstitutionalInnovations
A series of institutional innovations during the war with France
(1689-1697)changed the way the government sought credit, facilitating
the regularizationof public finance. First, the government began as a
35 Ashton, Crown and the Money Market, p. 113.
36 Ashtonreportsonly two such loans, the second of which(?58,400in 1616)was still outstanding
in 1636.Here too the Stuartsfailed to develop a reputationfor honoringagreements.By the 1630s
the Crownwas unable to borrowat all from either internationalsources or London.
37 See Glenn 0. Nichols, "EnglishGovernmentBorrowingBefore the FinancialRevolution,"
manuscript,Anderson College, 1988. For details about the stop of the exchequer, see Dickson,
Financial Revolution.In exchangefor its short-termnotes, the Crowngave new long-termloans.
Much of the interest from the latter was still unpaid at the time of the Glorious Revolution,
however.
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regularpractice to earmarknew taxes, authorizedby statute for each
new- loan issue, to pay the interest on all new long-term loans. By
earmarkingtaxes beforehand,parliamentaryinterests limited the king's
discretion each year over whether to pay bondholderstheir interest.
Second, the first large, long-termloan (?1,000,000) secured by new
taxes took place in 1693. By 1694, however, these funds were exhausted. When the government sought a new large loan, it invited the
subscribers to incorporate as the Bank of England. The Bank was
responsible for handlingthe loan accounts of the government and for
assuring the continuity of promised distributions. Certain restrictions
were also imposed: the Bank could not lend the Crown money or
purchase any Crown lands without the explicit consent of Parliament.
As Macaulay observed over a century ago, this created a strong
instrumentof the Whigparty (and hence of commercialinterests). Since
loans to the Crown went through the Bank, "it must have instantly
stopped payment if it had ceased to receive the interest on the sum
which it had advanced to the government.'38 The governmenthad thus
created an additional, private constraint on its future behavior by
makingit difficultto utilize funds of a currentloan if it failed to honor its
previous obligations.
Two other changes are worth noting. In 1698the governmentcreated
a separate fund to make up deficiencies in the event that the revenue
earmarked for specific loans was insufficient to cover the required
distributions(as was the case for several loans). This explicitly removed
the component of risk associated with each loan due to its ties to a
specific tax.39 Second, during this period the milling of coins began,
reducing the debasement of the currency due to shaving of coins.
GovernmentLoans, 1688-1740
Thus were the institutional foundations of modern capital markets
laid in England. These institutionalchanges were more successful than
their originators had hoped. The original subscription to the Bank of
England,for instance, was expected to be slow and possibly unsuccessful. In actuality, one-thirdof the loan was subscribedon the firstday and
anotherthirdduringthe next two days. Ten days later the loan was fully
subscribed.
To see the dramatic results of the fiscal revolution, we turn to the
public finances during this period. Table 3 provides information on
governmental expenditures and debt. On the eve of the Revolution
governmental expenditures were about ?1.8 million, reflecting a slow
Lord Macaulay, The History of England, (London, 1914),vol. V, p. 2438.
As DavidOggexplains:"Thenceforth,the investorknew that, in lendingmoney on a specified
tax, he had parliamentaryguaranteefor the security of this investment, based not only on the
particularfund, but on the whole of the nationalrevenue." David Ogg, Englandin the Reigns of
James II and WilliamIII (Oxford, 1955),p. 413. Regardingthe second, see pp. 422-25.
38

39
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TABLE

3

GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT DEBT, 1618-1740
(? million)

Year

Governmental
Expenditure'

Debt2

Prices3
(1701 = 100)

Stuart England
16184

mid-1630s5
16806
16886
Post Glorious Revolution
1695
1697
1700
1710
1714
1720
1730
1740
1750

?0.5
1.0
1.4
1.8

?0.8
1.0

6.2
7.9
3.2
9.8
6.2
6.0
5.6
6.2
7.2

8.4
16.7
14.2
21.4
36.2
54.0
51.4
47.4
78.0

1.07

113
99
116
122
115
122
103
102
95
100
95

Note: Because these figures are obtained from a variety of sources, they are intended solely to
provide an indication of underlying trends. Figures for expenditures and debt after the Glorious
Revolution are most reliable.
Sources: 1. Government Expenditure, post-1688: B. R. Mitchell, British Historical Statistics
(Cambridge, 1988), chap. 11, table 2.
2. Debt, post-1688: Mitchell, British Historical Statistics, chap. 11, table 7.
3. Prices: Mitchell, British Historical Statistics, chap. 14: 1680-97, table 1, part A,
"consumer goods"; 1697-1750, part B, "consumer goods."
4. Government Expenditure and Debt, 1618: David Hume, The History of England
(Indianapolis, 1983), "Appendix to the Reign of James I."
5. Government Expenditure and Debt, mid-1630s: Derek Hirst, Authority and Conflict:
England, 1603-1658 (Cambridge, MA, 1986), p. 174.
6. Government Expenditure, 1680 and 1688: C. D. Chandaman, The English Public
Revenue, 1660-1688 (Oxford, 1975), appendix 2, table 7, "Total Available for
Ordinary Purposes."
7. Debt, 1688: H. Fisk, English Public Finance (New York, 1920), p. 93.

but steady increase over two decades.40Governmentdebt was limited
to about ?1 million, or between 2 and 3 percent of GNP (estimatedto be
?41 million). Moreover, at a time when Holland was borrowing ?5
million long term at 4 percent per year, the English Crown could only
borrow small amounts at short term, paying between 6 and 30 percent
per year.4'
The Revolution radicallyaltered this pattern. In 1697,just nine years
later, governmental expenditures had grown fourfold, to ?7.9 million.
The immediate reason for the rise was the new war with France. But
importantly, the government's ability to tap the resources of society
40 C. D. Chandaman, The English Public Revenue: 1660-88 (Oxford, 1975).
4'

For figureson governmentdebt and GNP estimates, see B. R. Mitchell,British Historical

Statistics (Cambridge, 1988). On interest rates, see Sidney Homer, A History of Interest Rates

(New Brunswick, 1963),p. 149.
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increased. This is evidenced by the increase in the size of government
debt, which grew duringthe nine years of war from ?1 million to nearly
?17 million. This level of debt-approximately 40 percent of GNP-was
previouslyunattainable.Moreover,the abilityof the new governmentto
finance a war at unprecedentedlevels played a critical role in defeating
France. To put these figures in modern perspective, a trillion-dollar
economy would have begun the period with $25 billion of debt, which in
just nine years would grow to almost $400 billion.
Following the war, both government expenditures and the amount
financedthroughdebt were substantiallyhigherthan previouslevels. By
1720 government debt was over fifty times the 1688 level and on the
order of GNP. Financing wars by borrowinghad another remarkable
benefit. Previous instances of unexpected largewars were nearlyalways
accompaniedby largefiscal demands,the searchfor sources of revenue,
and consequently unfavorable demands on wealth holders. Such demands were virtually eliminated by the new methods of finance.
Another evidence of the new regime's increased predictabilityis indicated by the series of price changes. Despite sustaineddeficits resulting
in the enormous increase in debt, government policy did not result in
inflationaryfinance.42
At the same time that the scope of governmental borrowing increased, however, the market rate charged the government fell. Its
initiallong-termloans in the early 1690swere at 14percent (see Table 4).
By the end of the 1690sthe rate was about half, between 6 and 8 percent.
The rate continued to fall over the next two decades so that, by the
1730s, interest rates were 3 percent.
These numbers are impressive in two ways. First, the amount of
wealth now available for use by others increased tremendously. Second, at the same time as governmentalborrowingincreased, the interest
rate fell. Sharp increases in demand accompanied by decline in rates
indicate that the overall risk associated with governmental behavior
decreased considerablydespite the enormousincrease in the size of the
debt. As the society gained experience with its new institutions,
42 Prices rose a little over 20 percentbetween 1690and 1710(and then fell again between 1710
and 1730).But the enormousincreasein debt duringthis periodsuggests that the governmentdid
not attemptto meet its debt obligationsthroughinflationaryfinance.The modernview of inflation
suggests two furtherinferences (see, for example, Thomas Sargent,Rational Expectationsand
Inflation[New York, 1986]).Since inflationin partreflectsexpectationsaboutfuturegovernmental
finance of deficits, the lack of majorincreases in prices suggests that the marketdid not expect
inflationaryfinance. Since this patternwas maintainedfor several decades, it indicatesthat these
expectations were "confirmed"in the sense that new informationabout currentgovernmental
behavior did not change expectations. Robert Barro provides evidence that budget deficits had
almostno effect on pricesfrom 1700untilthe Napoleoniccampaigns.RobertBarro,"Government
Spending,InterestRates, Prices, and BudgetDeficitsin the UK, 1701-1918,"Journalof Monetary
Economics, 20 (Sept. 1987),pp. 221-48.
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TABLE 4
GOVERNMENT LONG-TERM BORROWING: INTEREST RATES, 1693-1739
(selected loans)

Datea

Amount

Interest

How Funded

14.0%
14.0
8.0
6.3
8.0
6.25

Additional excise
Duties on imports
Additional customs and duties
Excise and duties
Additional excise duties
Surplus from funds of five loans from 1690s;
duties
Hereditary revenue of Crown
Coal duties
Duties
Sinking fund

Jan
Mar
Mar
Apr
Jul
Mar

1693
1694
1694
1697
1698
1707

?723,394
1,000,000
1,200,000
1,400,000
2,000,000
1,155,000

Jul
Mar
May
Jun

1721
1728
1731
1739

500,000
1,750,000
800,000
300,000

5.0
4.0
3.0
3.0

a

Date of royal assent to loan act.
Source: P. G. M. Dickson, The Financial Revolution in England (New York, 1967), tables 2, 3, and
22.

particularlytheir predictabilityand commitment to secure rights, expectations over future actions began to reflect the new order.
These changing expectations were directly reflected in the capital
marketresponse. The new institutionalunderpinningsof public finance
provideda clear and dramaticcrediblecommitmentthat the government
would honor its promises and maintainthe existing pattern of rights.
While underlyingeconomic conditions were surely an importantcomponent of the large increase in debt, they alone can not explain the
suddenness with which the debt increased, nor its magnitude. Even
though the later Stuarts were more financially successful than their
predecessors, nothing that came before the Glorious Revolution suggests the dramaticchange in capital markets that it unleashed.
VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRIVATE CAPITAL MARKETS

Our thesis is that the credible commitment by the government to
honorits financialagreementswas partof a largercommitmentto secure
private rights. The latter was clearly a majorfactor for the institutional
changes at the time of the Glorious Revolution. Data on general
economic activity are sparse, so we cannot performa majortest of our
thesis, but we can provide some support. As evidence we turn to the
development of private capital markets and the necessary evolution of
the financialfoundationof long-runeconomic success.
While it is clear that the institutions underlying private capital
markets go back at least several centuries, it is widely agreed among
economic historians that private capital markets date from the early
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eighteenth century.43The rise of banks and an increasinglydifferentiated set of securities, providing a relatively secure means of saving,
broughtindividualsavings into the financialsystem. Ashton reportsthat
this "meantthat men were less concernedthan theirfathers . .. to keep
quantitiesof coin, bullion, and plate locked up in safes or buriedin their
orchards and gardens."44
The institutions leading to the growth of a stable market for public
debt provided a large and positive externality for the parallel development of a market for private debt. Shortly after its formation for
intermediatingpublic debt, the Bank of England began private operations. Numerous other banks also began operations at this time. This
developmentprovidedthe institutionalstructurefor pooling the savings
of many individuals and for intermediation between borrowers and
lenders. A wide range of securities and negotiableinstrumentsemerged
in the early eighteenth century and these were used to finance a large
range of activities.45
Phyllis Deane summarizesthe developmentof privatecapitalmarkets
alongside that for public capital:
The secondaryeffects of the Bank's financialtransactionson behalf of the government
stemmedfrom the new financialinstrumentswhich were thus created . .. and because
[the instruments]issued by a credit-worthyborrowerare themselves readily saleable,
the effect was further to lubricate the channels linking savings and investment by
creatinga large stock of negotiablepaperassets which new savers could buy. Similarly,
the deposits from private sources could also be used as a basis for furthercredit to the
private sector.46

As a consequence, private capital markets flourished.
Several sources of evidence support our claims. First, research on
interest rates for various forms of private credit reveals that these
roughly parallelrates on public credit.47Falling private rates increased
the range of projects and enterprises that were economically feasible,
thus promoting the accumulation of capital. As L. S. Pressnell concludes, the "accumulation of capital in the 18th century, which the
4

This section summarizesthe conclusionsof the literatureon the earlyeighteenthcentury.See,

for example, T. S. Ashton, An Economic History of England (London, 1955); John Clapham, The
Bank of England (New York, 1945); Phyllis Deane, The First Industrial Revolution (2nd edn.,
Cambridge, 1979); Dickson, Financial Revolution; Peter Mathias, The First Industrial Nation (2nd
edn., London, 1983); and E. Powell, The Evolution of the Money Market: 1385-1915 (London,

1966).
4 Ashton, Economic History, p. 178.
45 "The essence of the financialrevolutionof the early 18thcentury was the developmentof a
wide range of securitiesin which new mercantileand financialcompanies-the charteredtrading
companies,the partnershipbanks, the insurancecompanies,etc.-could flexiblyand safely invest
and disinvest" (Deane, Industrial Revolution, p. 185).
46

Ibid., pp. 184-85.
Clapham,Bank of England;L. S. Pressnell, "The Rate of Interestin the 18thCentury," in
L. S. Pressnell, ed., Studies in the IndustrialRevolution(London, 1960),p. 181;and Homer, A
47

History of Interest Rates.
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GROWTH OF THE STOCK MARKET: 1690-1750
Source: P. G. M. Dickson, The Financial Revolution in England (London, 1967), Appendix C.

declining trend of interest rates . .. clearly indicates, appears in this
light as a majorsocial and economic achievement."48Unfortunatelythe
data from the first half of the eighteenth century, in contrast to those
from the second half, are sketchy, and for the period prior to the
Glorious Revolution, almost nonexistent.
Second, large-scale trading in private securities dates from this
period.49Figure I shows the growth of one component of the market,
short-datedsecurities. In the early 1690sthe volume of these securities
averaged ?300,000 per year. Ten years later, volume averaged
?3,400,000per year, and by the early 1710s,?11,000,000per year. While
growth trailedoff after the collapse of the South Sea Bubble, the market
from 1715 to 1750 was far larger than that prior to the Revolution.
Third, the period saw the growth and development of banks. The
Bank of England was followed shortly by numerous other banks in
London. By the 1720sthese numberedabout 25. By 1750there were 30;
by 1770, 50; and by 1800, 70. While banks in areas outside London
began to appear in large numbers only after 1750, Ashton argues that
Pressnell, "Rate of Interest," p. 181.
As Dickson notes, "The development of a market in securities in London in the period
1688-1756was one of the moreimportantaspects of the FinancialRevolution."Dickson, Financial
48
4

Revolution, p. 457.
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5

THE BANK OF ENGLAND'S NOTES AND DRAWING ACCOUNTS, 1698-1750
(? thousands)
Year

Notes in Circulation

Drawing Accounts

1698
1720
1730
1740
1750

?1,340
2,900
4,700
4,400
4,600

?100
1,300
2,200
2,900
1,900

Note: Figures for 1720-1750 are averages for the five-year period beginning with the year listed.
Source: John Clapham, The Bank of England: A History (New York, 1945), vol. 1: 1694-1797.

many of these areas were integratedinto a nationalcapitalmarketmuch
earlier.50"Inlandbills and promissorynotes played a considerablepart
in the tradeof all partsof Englandand Wales. But nowhere had theiruse
extended so far as in the north-west. The ubiquity of the bill was
probably the reason why in this area formal banking made its appearance relatively late."5'
The final set of evidence centers on the Bank of England's private
activities in three areas. (1) Discounted bills. Systematic data on the
Bank's discountingoperations apparentlydo not survive. Nonetheless,
sporadic reports are available and indicate a considerable growth of
activity duringthe first few decades of the Bank's operations. For 1699
data reveal the following volume of notes discounted: 13-31 June,
?8,534; 27 June-4 July, ?14,000. By 1730the median day's volume was
over ?10,000, and by 1760days over ?100,000were common.52(2) Notes
in circulation.Duringthe eighteenthcentury the Bank's notes became a
major medium of exchange, first in London, and then throughout
England.53In the first two years of the Bank's operationsthe volume of
notes grew to about ?760,000 (see Table 5). By 1720 they numbered
?2,900,000, and they were above ?4,500,000by 1730and for the next few
50 See Charles P. Kindleberger, Financial History of Western Europe (London, 1984), p. 74; and

Mathias,IndustrializedNation. The earliestprovincialbankcited by Mathiaswas in Bristol(1716),
and therewere not more thana dozen in 1750.By 1784,however, therewere 120,and by 1800,370
(Mathias,p. 151).
5' Ashton, Economic History, p. 185. Ashton's claim is also supportedby the study of credit
instrumentsotherthanthose providedby banks.B. L. Anderson,discussingthe rise of inlandbills,
notes that their legal status was markedlyimprovedin the first years of the eighteenthcentury.
"This recognitionof the bill as a transferablemeansof paymentwas a decisive turningpointin the
developmentof the English credit system. . . . [The] English practice made it an instrumentof
creditin a system of accommodationpaperthatwas highlyresponsiveto the community'sdemand
for money." B. L. Anderson,"Money and the Structureof Creditin the 18thCentury,"Business
History, 85 (No. 1, 1970),p. 90.
52 Clapham,Bank of England, p. 126.
53 Whileotherbanksissued notes, by farthe largestsourcefor most of the periodwe are studying
are those of the Bankof England.Throughoutthis period,these notes were convertibleto gold. See
D. M. Joslin, "London Private Bankers, 1720-1785," in E. M. Carus-Wilson,ed., Essays in
Economic History, vol. 2, pp. 340-59.
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decades. (3) Drawing accounts. This early form of demand deposit
seems to have become systematized about twenty years after the
Bank's founding.54As shown in Table 5, drawingaccounts were quite
modest in the late 1690s. By 1720 they numberedmore than a million
pounds, growing to over two million by 1730. To summarize,the Bank
expanded operations over several types of private credit. By 1720, a
little over 25 years after the Bank's establishment,these sums reached
substantiallevels, showing the steady growth in financial services for
private economic activity.
Thus it appears that the growth of private capital markets paralleled
that of public capital markets. This development mobilized the savings
of large numbersof individualsand, by mid-century,provided financial
services in an integrated, nationalmarket. These funds appearto have
financed a large variety of business activities and played a necessary
role in the economic expansion throughoutthis century.55 While these
activities have not been studied in detail as they have for the period
following 1750, 1688 appears to be a more abruptbreak with the past
than 1750. Returningto our main thesis, this growth indicates that the
attempts to maintain secure private rights were largely successful.
Although the evidence cannot be used to discern the precise level of
security, it shows that it was substantial.A more systematic test awaits
future research on these markets.
CONCLUSION

In this essay we have provided a brief account of the successful
evolution of institutionalforms that permittedeconomic growth to take
place in early modern England. It is clear from this discussion of a
century of civil war and revolution, however, that these institutional
innovations did not arise naturally. Rather they were forced, often
violently, upon the Crown. The Crown, however, nearly won the
struggle. Had a standingarmy existed in England, it would have been
underthe control of the Crown, and the politicaland economic futureof
England would very likely have been different, potentially more in
keeping with that of France and Spain.
We have shown how the political institutions governing society can
be considered endogenously. Fiscal constraints and a revenue-seeking
Crown, problemsexacerbatedby an uncooperativeParliament,created
The only year before 1720reportedby Claphamis 1698.
" An additionalpiece of evidence concerns investmentin transportationinfrastructure,which
also increasedat this time. By 1724therewere over 1,160miles of riveropen to navigation,double
that of a centuryearlier.See Ashton, EconomicHistory,p. 73; Mathias,IndustrialNation, p. 100.
While the "canal age" is usuallydated at mid-century,it "did not springto life in 1750"but was
the "conclusion of a mountingmomentumof effort"; Mathias,IndustrialNation, p. 100. Both
Ashton and Mathiasnoted that there were two big booms in improvingrivers duringthis period,
one at the turn of the centuryand one between 1718and 1720.
5
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a situation of insecure rights in which the wealth and welfare of
individual citizens were at risk. Prior to the Glorious Revolution,
institutionssuch as the Star Chamberenabled the Crown to alter rights
in its favor in a mannerthat parliamentaryinterests were hard pressed
to resist.
Given their means and motives, the triumphof parliamentaryinterests in the Glorious Revolution led to five significant institutional
changes. First, it removed the underlyingsource of the expediency, an
archaic fiscal system and its attendantfiscal crises. Second, by limiting
the Crown's legislative and judicial powers, it limited the Crown's
ability to alter rules after the fact without parliamentaryconsent. Third,
parliamentaryinterests reasserted their dominance of taxation issues,
removingthe abilityof the Crownto alter tax levels unilaterally.Fourth,
they assured their own role in allocating funds and monitoring their
expenditure. The Crown now had to deal with the Parliamenton an
equal footing-indeed, the latter clearly had the advantagewith its now
crediblethreatof dethroninga sovereignwho stepped too far out of line.
Fifth, by creating a balance between Parliamentand the monarchyrather than eliminating the latter as occurred after the Civil Warparliamentaryinterests insured limits on their own tendencies toward
arbitraryactions. In combination, these changes greatly enhanced the
predictabilityof governmentaldecisions.
What established the government's commitment to honoring its
agreements-notably the promisenot to appropriatewealth or repudiate
debt-was that the wealth holders gained a say in each of these
decisions through their representativesin Parliament.This meant that
only if such changes were in their own interests would they be made.
Increasing the number of veto players implied that a larger set of
constituencies could protect themselves against political assault, thus
markedlyreducingthe circumstancesunderwhich opportunisticbehavior by the government could take place.
In the story we have told, the emergenceof politicaland civil liberties
was inextricablylinked with economic freedom. Opportunisticbehavior
on the part of the Crown was often accompanied by abuse of the
opposition's political rights. The Crown had jailed people without
charge or for lengthy periods prior to trial, and had requiredexcessive
bail to raise the costs of opposition. Hence protection of political
liberties emergedas a componentof the politicalprotectionof economic
rights.
The principallesson of our article is that the fundamentalinstitutions
of representative government-an explicit set of multiple veto points
along with the primacy of the common law courts over economic
affairs-are intimately related to the struggle for control over governmental power. The success of the propertiedand commerciallyminded
interests led to institutions that simultaneously mitigated the motive
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underlyingthe Crown's drive to find new sources of revenue and also
greatly constrained the behavior of the government (now the "king in
Parliament" rather than the king alone). Though these institutional
innovations failed to anticipate the decline of the power of the Crown
and ascendancy of Parliament in the latter half of the eighteenth
century, the system successfully balanced power for well over sixty
years. In comparison with the previous century or with the absolutist
governments of the continent, England's institutional commitment to
secure rights was far stronger. Evidence from capital marketsprovides
a strikingindication of this.
Recent research that has significantlyupgradedFrance's economic
performancebefore the French Revolution has led to an overhauling
of traditional interpretationsof British as well as French economic
history.56 If England and France were almost at parity in economic
performance, the clear implication is that institutions per se-and in
particular, the institutional changes we have described-were not so
revolutionary after all. Similarly, the elaborate bureaucraticstructure
inherited from Louis XIV was not such a hindrance to economic
growth. But that conclusion ignores the consequences that followed. It
is clear that the institutional changes of the Glorious Revolution
permitted the drive toward British hegemony and dominance of the
world. England could not have beaten France without its financial
revolution; and the funds made available by the growth in debt from
1688to 1697were surely a necessary conditionfor England'ssuccess in
this war with France as well as the next one (1703-1714), from which
England emerged the majorpower in the world.57
France, like England,had an ongoingfiscal crisis; and Louis XIV did
come to terms with his constituents to gain more revenue early in his
reign. But his success was temporary, not rooted in fundamental
institutional change, and it was outdistanced by the magnitudeof the
English success. France's economy lived on borrowed time, and
ultimately the unresolved institutionalcontradictionsresulted in bankruptcy and revolution.58
The comparisonof growthrates alone is thereforeinsufficientto judge
economic parity. While in 1690France was the majorEuropeanpower,
it declined in power and stature relative to England over the next
century. More wars followed those at the turnof the eighteenthcentury,
56

See, for example, F. Crouzet, "Englandand France in the EighteenthCentury," in Max

Hartwell, ed., Causes of the Industrial Revolution in England (London, 1967).
5 Dickson, Financial Revolution.
58

See David Bien, "Offices, Corps, and a System of State Credit:The Uses of Privilegeunder

the Ancient Regime," in K. Baker, ed., The French Revolution and the Creation of Modern

Political Culture(New York, 1987),vol. 1, pp. 89-114;PhilipHoffman,"Taxes, Fiscal Crises, and
RepresentativeInstitutions:The Case of Early Modem France," manuscript,CaliforniaInstitute
of Technology, 1988; and Hilton Root and Daniel Ingberman,"Tyingthe King's Hands,"
manuscript,Universityof Pennsylvania,1987.
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so that in 1765-at the end of the Seven Years War, in which France
suffered a humiliating defeat-it had lost its New World colonies
(Canadaand Louisiana)and was in financialperil from which it did not
recover until after the revolution. The contrast between the two
economies in mid-centuryis striking:in 1765Francewas on the verge of
bankruptcywhile England was on the verge of the IndustrialRevolution.59

It is always tempting to claim too much. Would Britain really have
followed the path of continentalcountriesif the Stuartshad won? Would
there have been a first IndustrialRevolution in England?One could tell
a plausible counterfactualstory that put more weight on the fundamental strength of English property rights and the common law that had
evolved from the Magna Carta and which would have circumscribed
royal behavior and ultimately forced "responsible government." One
could point to the robust economy (particularlyat the local level) that
existed in seventeenth-century England despite the uncertainties we
have described. There exists neither a definitive theory of economic
growth which would define for us the necessary and sufficient conditions nor the evidence to reconstruct the necessary counterfactual
story. But we are convinced from the widespreadcontemporaryThird
World and historical evidence that one necessary condition for the
creation of moderneconomies dependenton specializationand division
of labor (and hence impersonal exchange) is the ability to engage in
secure contractingacross time and space. That entails low transaction
costs per exchange. The creation of impersonalcapital markets is the
single most importantpiece of evidence that such a necessary condition
has been fulfilled.And we have told a story of how these institutionsdid
come about in England.
As evidence against the counterfactualthesis, we again point to the
financialrevolution. A change of this magnitudein such a short period
clearly hinged on the underlyingconstitutionalreorganization.Because
the financial revolution played a critical role in England's long-run
success, the implication is that even if other forces would ultimately
have led Englandto success underthe Stuarts,they would have done so
more slowly and probablyless decisively.
We have thus shown how institutions played a necessary role in
makingpossible economic growth and political freedom. Furthermore,
JeffreyWilliamson'srecent, if controversial,work providesfurthersupportfor this thesis. It
suggests that British growth rates rose substantiallyonce the long series of wars with France,
endingwith the Napoleoniccampaign,were over. If duringthis periodEngland'sgrowthrateswere
not substantiallylargerthan France's, its abilityto spend more on war withoutbringingfinancial
peril meantat most lower domestic consumptionand investment,and hence came at the expense
of growth. France's near bankruptcyshows that, in comparison,it was living on borrowedtime.
See JeffreyG. Williamson,"WhyWas BritishGrowthso Slow Duringthe IndustrialRevolution?"
this JOURNAL, 64 (Sept. 1983),pp. 687-712.
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it appears from our survey of seventeenth-centuryEngland, from the
historical performance of other economies, and from performance
records of current Third World economies, that the circumstances
fostering secure rights and hence economic growth are relatively rare
and deserve furtherexploration.
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